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ABSTRACT

In 1997, the American Medical Informatics Association proposed a US information strategy that included a population health record (PopHR). Despite subsequent progress on the conceptualization, development, and implementation of electronic health records and personal health records, minimal progress has occurred on the PopHR. Adapting International Organization for Standardization electronic health records standards, we define the PopHR as a repository of statistics, measures, and indicators regarding the state of and influences on the health of a defined population, in computer processable form, stored and transmitted securely, and accessible by multiple authorized users. The PopHR is based upon an explicit population health framework and a standardized logical information model. PopHR purpose and uses, content and content sources, functionalities, business objectives, information architecture, and system architecture are described. Barriers to implementation and enabling factors and a three-stage implementation strategy are delineated.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this article is threefold: first, to provide a conceptual description of the population health record (PopHR), including preliminary definitions, design, purpose and uses, intended users, content, sources of content, functionalities, business objectives, and system and information architectures; second, to discuss key issues in developing a population health record for the US, including barriers to and enabling factors for development and implementation; and third, to recommend a PopHR implementation strategy.

In this article, we argue that the PopHR constitutes a valid concept for the US and that the development and implementation of the PopHR could potentially correct basic problems in the comprehensiveness, accessibility, communication, timeliness, and use of population health information. By assimilating information and statistics from diverse data sets and sources, the PopHR would provide a more comprehensive view of population health than is currently available and support exploratory and other analyses of health and factors that influence it.

Recent developments in health informatics could facilitate the design, development, and implementation of the PopHR. This article draws upon relevant US lessons learned from healthcare (electronic health records (EHRs) and health information exchange); consumer health (personal health records); and public health (web technologies for reporting population health data, conducting surveillance, and communicating information to professional and public audiences). In addition, new opportunities for the development of PopHR in the US are presented by recent web developments in medical informatics and more generally, such as grid and cloud computing, web services, wikis, user-generated content, data mashups, and social networking.

The PopHR could prove useful for enhancing comparative effectiveness research, providing population context and benchmarks for clinical trials, and supporting the development of learning healthcare systems as clinicians learn more about the populations served than is possible through EHRs alone.¹ The PopHR could also serve as a step toward the goal of ‘healing the schism’ between medicine and public health.² However, this article will focus primarily upon the PopHR for population and public health purposes.

BACKGROUND

Genesis of the population health record

In 1997, the Board of Directors of the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) proposed a national health information strategy that included computer-based health records as one of eight major objectives for improving quality, increasing efficiency, and expanding access in the US healthcare system.³ The AMIA Board postulated the PopHR as one type of computer-based health record, along with those for healthcare institutions, records and systems for primary care and ambulatory care, and personal health records (PHRs).⁴ In 1998, the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS) also described population records as examples of computer-based health records, in addition to patient and personal records.⁵ According to NCVHS, the PopHR would include non-identifiable data on healthcare, behaviors, patient monitoring, risk assessment, and healthcare spending. In 2000, the NCVHS concept of the PopHR evolved into the concept of the “community health dimension”, and in 2001 it further evolved into the “population health dimension”.⁶ In 2005, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) described the PopHR as one of several terms “commonly used to

¹ The Institute of Medicine also described a “secondary patient record”, that (a) “contains selected data elements to aid nonclinical users” and (b) is “often combined to form . . . a secondary database (eg, an insurance claims database).”⁷
describe different types of health records in an electronic form. According to the ISO,

a population health record contains aggregated and usually de-
dent data. It may be obtained directly from EHRs or created de-
ovo from other electronic repositories. It is used for public health
and other epidemiological purposes, research, health statistics,
policy development, and health services management.5 6

Recent developments

In the more than 10 years since AMIA’s 1997 and NCVHS’ 1998
inclusion of the PopHR as part of a national health information
strategy, the US and other countries have witnessed substantial
development of the EHR, including conceptualization; delinea-
tion of definitions, standards, and content; implementation and
penetration in integrated delivery systems, hospitals, and
physician offices; and facilitation through public policies, the
private market, and health information exchange. Similarly,
since 1997, various iterations of electronic personal health
records (PHR)—free-standing, tethered, and integrated—have
emerged in the US and other countries.6 In contrast to US and
international advances in EHRs, PHRs, and health information
exchange, minimal progress has occurred since 1997 in the US on
the PopHR. Neither the PopHR nor its successor concept of the
population health dimension has been further conceptualized or
developed in the US since its mentions by AMIA in 1997, by

Need for a population health record

The lack of attention to the PopHR in the US does not result
from any large scale improvement in the accessibility of popu-
lation health data or any diminution of basic need for the PopHR
since its initial conceptualization in 1997. The shortcomings in
US population health data and related systems detailed by
NCVHS in 2002 continue, including “insufficient attention to
developing consensus approaches and standards that would
simply collect, protecting, and accessing data”; “existing data [that]
are unnecessarily difficult to locate, access, and use”;
“lack of timeliness in making data available”; and “lack of geographic
detail”.

US population health data are scattered widely at various
agencies and web sites, in various forms, at various geographical
levels, and with various statistical and reporting conventions, and
require various levels of user statistical and computing expertise.
There is no single, easily accessible source that provides compre-
hsive information on population health across regions, states,
metropolitan areas, and counties, much less cities, towns, and
neighborhoods. As a result, US federal, state, and local govern-
ment agencies lack a single common and easily accessible source
for basic population health data, as do legislators, community-
based organizations, the media, and the public. Population-based
data on the social determinants of health, needed for improving
policy-making, program design,11 clinical care, and health
professional education,12 remain dispersed and difficult to locate
on multiple government and private organization websites.
Assimilating statistics from diverse data sets and sources for
a given geographic area, and comparing one set of statistics (such
county income quartile and median education) to others (such
as smoking prevalence and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
hospitalizations and mortality) can be needlessly difficult and
time-consuming.

CONCEPTUALIZING THE US POPULATION HEALTH RECORD

Defining the PopHR

Building upon the ISO definition for electronic health records, we
define the PopHR and the PopHR system.

1. The PopHR is defined as a repository of statistics, measures, and indicators7 regarding the state of and influences on the
health of a defined population, in computer processable form,
stored and transmitted securely, and accessible by multiple
authorized users. The PopHR has a standardized and agreed
upon logical information model, which is independent of
PopHR systems. The primary purpose of the PopHR is the
support of continuing, efficient, and effective public health
practice; it contains information that is retrospective (historical), current, and prospective (predictive of future
trends). To achieve this purpose, the PopHR should be based
upon an explicit population health framework and include
a schematic representation of all factors that potentially
influence the health of a population, as well as those
measures that define population health.11 13–15

A population is “all the inhabitants of a given country or area
considered together”.16 17 The area can be a nation, a region
within a nation, a state or province, or a local area within
a state or province, such as a county, a city, a town, or
a neighborhood. A population may include demographi-
cally—or otherwise—defined subpopulations within its
geographic bounds, such as those inhabitants belonging to
specific age, sex, income, educational attainment, or race
groups. Population health is the level and distribution of
disease, functional status, and wellbeing of a population.15

Influences on population health include the place and time under
consideration, and the population’s context and attributes.16
See PopHR content below for a fuller description of influences
on population health.

Recent advances in public health informatics center on rapid
collection of data on individual patients, or of tabulated data
on patients, from EHRs, hospitals, and clinical labora-
atories,19–23 and exchange of these data among health
departments and between health departments and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).24 These
systems, focusing on data collection and exchange from small
numbers of clinical data sets, do not meet the definition of
a PopHR, as they do not use a population health framework
and are not usually population-based. In addition, the CDC,
the National Cancer Institute, and multiple state health
departments currently maintain population health informa-
tion systems, some of which provide the ability to perform
customized web-based queries of one or more population-
data sets. This latter function is known as a ‘web-based
data query system’ (WDQS). Current WDQS systems,
lacking explicit population health frameworks and associated

6 See also Hammond 2004;53 Häyrien, Saranto, Nykänen 2008;54 Humphreys
2000.55 All referred to but did not further develop the PopHR beyond the brief
descriptions by the NCVHS and the ISO. Without using the term PopHR, Connecting
for Health proposed a related concept.56

10 Health statistics are “numerical data that characterize the health of a population and
the factors that influence its health.”11 Health statistics include—but are not limited to—frequency counts, numerical tabulations, rates, ratios, proportions, and
measures of dispersion. A population health measure is a unit, or a system or scale of
such units, for expressing the amount or degree of health of persons in a defined
population. A health indicator is “a measure that reflects, or indicates, the state of
health of persons in a defined population, eg, the infant mortality rate”.12

Alternative definitions of population include the “whole collection of units from
which a sample may be drawn”16 and a “group of individuals, in contrast to the
individuals themselves, organized into many different units of analysis, depending on
the research or policy purpose”.18 These alternative definitions, which do not require
a population to be geographically bounded, would allow the patients in a given
healthcare practice, or admitted to a specific hospital within the past year, to serve as
a population.

9 See also Hammond 2004;53 Häyrien, Saranto, Nykänen 2008;54 Humphreys
2000.55 All referred to but did not further develop the PopHR beyond the brief
descriptions by the NCVHS and the ISO. Without using the term PopHR, Connecting
for Health proposed a related concept.56
logical population health information models, also do not meet the definition of PopHRS.25–27

2. A PopHR system is defined as a mechanism for recording, retrieving, and manipulating information in population health records.8 The PopHR itself is essentially an information container, while the PopHR system includes the people, rules, data standards, processing and storage devices, software applications, and computer networks that facilitate access to, and use of, the PopHR. A PopHR system would provide user access, communication among nodes, and analytic, visualization, and display functionalities.

PopHR purpose and uses
The primary purpose of a PopHR is to document the state of and influences on the health of a defined population, in support of public health practice. Uses of a PopHR and an accompanying PopHR system(s) include monitoring population health status and outcomes; conducting community health assessments and health impact assessments; identifying population health disparities; designing public health interventions, programs, and policies; targeting interventions and programs to specific populations; evaluating the impacts and outcomes of interventions, programs, and policies; supplying feedback to providers of information; and supporting public health and healthcare personnel. The PopHR facilitates public health practice and public policy discussions by allowing authorized users to look at (1) multiple factors impacting health within a defined population in ways that are not possible when data are not brought together for analytic purposes, and (2) multiple aspects of population health itself, such as the levels and dispersion of disease, functional status, and wellness.

A national PopHR, containing data on multiple aspects of population health over time, would efficiently provide comparable information to support evaluation of the effectiveness of healthcare and public health programs on population health in multiple geographies and at multiple geographical levels, and maximize accountability of healthcare providers. In a recent solicitation by the Institute of Medicine to 20,000 stakeholders, respondents ranked comparative effectiveness research on health delivery and disparities as the two highest combined primary and secondary research areas,28 both of which would be facilitated by the PopHR.

Although a PopHR would focus on population health, information in a PopHR could also be available for, and useful in, guiding the delivery of individual healthcare, including the diagnosis and treatment of specific health conditions. For example, having readily available information on the population prevalence of specific conditions would provide a context for the diagnostic process. Having information on community conditions and the prevalence of risk factors could assist healthcare providers in counseling patients about the prevention of future disease and injury and in recommending community-based interventions for current conditions. The PopHR could also provide information for comparative effectiveness research on the use and benefits of different therapies among different populations.

PopHR intended users
Primary intended users of the PopHR would be health departments, community-based organizations with responsibilities for public health, public health clinics and practitioners, and some healthcare providers. Secondary intended users of the PopHR would include researchers, the media, legislators and other policy makers, educators, community-based organizations, members of the public, employers, and payers.

PopHR content
A PopHR would usually contain information about the health of a single population, such as the population within the geographic bounds served by a state or local health department. Although many of the data collections and their resulting data sets serving as sources of content for the PopHR include identifiable information on individual members of a population, such identifiable data would not be stored in the PopHR or provided by the PopHR system. The PopHR would provide only aggregated data, such as statistics, measures, and indicators.

The content of a PopHR should ultimately reflect the full range of measures that describe the health and the factors influencing the health of a defined population (see online figure 1). Statistics, measures, and indicators describing the health of the defined population would be quantitative, including the level and distribution of diseases, functional status, and wellbeing.11 Information on factors influencing the health of the defined population would include the place and time under consideration for the population, its context (natural environment, cultural context, political context), and its community attributes (biological characteristics, built environment, health services, economic resources, population-based health programs, collective lifestyles and health practices).18 Most of the information describing the factors influencing the health of the defined population would be quantitative, but some might be ordinal or nominal (such as the presence or absence or extent of enforcement of a particular policy).

Sources of PopHR content
PopHR content should ultimately derive from a wide range of information sources on population health and factors influencing it, such as ongoing population surveys, vital registration, public health surveillance, environmental sampling, Medicare and other payer claims, population censuses, and public health practice-related programs.16 Other population-based information sources include state-based hospital discharge and all payer claims data sets.

The extent and richness of nationally available information describing both population health and factors influencing it should not be underestimated. Many national data sets provide data for multiple geographic levels, using common data elements28–30 with standard definitions and controlled vocabularies across those geographic levels. Sources for such data sets include, but are not limited to, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the US Census Bureau, the Health Resources and Services Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Data sets describing state populations and

vi These measures and statistics encompass summary measures of characteristics within a population, such as mean blood pressure and median income, measures of incidence and prevalence, such as breast cancer incidence rate and proportion of families in poverty, and measures of dispersion. These quantitative measures require knowledge of the size of the population (denominator) and either the number of members of the population with a given characteristic (numerator) or the distribution of the characteristic within the population. Both the size of the population and the number of members with a given characteristic are frequently estimated by sampling the population. Populations with known or statistically estimated denominators and numerators are defined populations.59

iv Few, if any, US health departments currently use an overarching logical information model for collecting, storing, and retrieving their population health information, and instead process and store data in individual data sets. As a result, the population health data currently maintained by most health departments do not meet the basic requirements of a PopHR. Nevertheless, a health department could use a logical information model for creating a PopHR from non-standardized data sets so that the resulting PopHR would conform to the requirements.

viii In statistics the term ‘variable’ is often used instead of ‘data element’. We use the term data element to represent both terms.
The EHR should support the workflow of clinical teams and care settings. The PopHR should support the workflow of public health statistics, and measures from new content sources for de-

The EHR should help society move toward the practice of personalised or

The EHR should support strategic planning decisions. See footnote

The EHR should enrich audit & research activities within healthcare

The EHR should ensure that subjects of care receive the most appropriate care as quickly as possible.

The EHR should enable authorised users to access health information that is relevant, intact, and appropriate to their permissions and within a timeframe that is appropriate to the context.

The PopHR should ensure that subjects of public health services receive the most appropriate services as quickly as possible.

The PopHR should enable authorised users to access health information seamlessly, independently of the PopHR systems and of the physical formats in which it was originally stored.

The PopHR should enable the communication of all health information between care settings, subject to appropriate consent and access rights, to a sufficient quality to support safe shared clinical care.

The PopHR should enable the communication of all health information between public health jurisdictions, subject to appropriate consent and access rights, to a sufficient quality to support safe integrated public health practice and shared clinical care.

The PopHR should enable the consistent capture, processing, retention, and of the physical formats in which it was originally stored.

The PopHR should ensure that subjects of care receive the most appropriate care as quickly as possible.

The PopHR should enable the consistent capture, processing, retention, protection and communication of health information, such that interoperability is achieved in support of shared care, improved quality of care, effective resource management, providing evidence of actions taken in health(care), and in support of the uses of anonymized information for health system management.

The PopHR should enable the communication of all health information between care settings, subject to appropriate consent and access rights, to a sufficient quality to support safe shared clinical care.

The PopHR should enable the consistent capture, processing, retention, protection and communication of health information, such that interoperability is achieved in support of shared public health practice and clinical care, improved quality of care, effective resource management, providing evidence of actions taken in public health practice, and in support of the uses of anonymised information for public health system management.

The PopHR should support the workflow of clinical teams and care settings.

The PopHR should support the workflow of public health teams and practice settings.

The PopHR should help society move toward the practice of personalised or individualised medicine.

The PopHR should help society move toward the practice of population-wide healthcare.

*The wording of the PopHR objective is the same as that of the EHR objective except for the substitution of PopHR for EHR.

**Changes in wording of the PopHR objectives from the wording of the EHR objectives are shown in italics.

Table 1 High-level health system objectives for an Electronic Health Record (EHR), as specified in ISO/DIS 18308.2, and for a proposed Population Health Record (PopHR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EHR ID*</th>
<th>EHR objective</th>
<th>Proposed PopHR objective†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSR1</td>
<td>The EHR should enable the consistent capture, processing, retention, protection and communication of health information, such that interoperability is achieved in support of shared care, improved quality of care, effective resource management, providing evidence of actions taken in health(care), and in support of the uses of anonymized information for health system management.</td>
<td>The PopHR should enable the consistent capture, processing, retention, protection and communication of health information, such that interoperability is achieved in support of shared public health practice and clinical care, improved quality of care, effective resource management, providing evidence of actions taken in public health practice, and in support of the uses of anonymised information for public health system management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR2</td>
<td>The EHR should enable authorized users to access health information that is relevant, intact, and appropriate to their permissions and within a timeframe that is appropriate to the context.</td>
<td>See footnote‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR3</td>
<td>The EHR should enable authorised users to access health information seamlessly and as originally organised, independently of the EHR systems and of the physical formats in which it was originally stored.</td>
<td>The PopHR should enable authorised users to access health information seamlessly, independently of the PopHR systems and of the physical formats in which it was originally stored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR4</td>
<td>The EHR should enable the communication of all health information between care settings, subject to appropriate consent and access rights, to a sufficient quality to support safe shared clinical care.</td>
<td>The PopHR should enable the communication of all health information between public health jurisdictions, subject to appropriate consent and access rights, to a sufficient quality to support safe integrated public health practice and shared clinical care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR5</td>
<td>The EHR should ensure that subjects of care receive the most appropriate care as quickly as possible.</td>
<td>The PopHR should ensure that subjects of public health services receive the most appropriate services as quickly as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR6</td>
<td>The EHR should enrich audit &amp; research activities within healthcare organisations.</td>
<td>The PopHR should enrich audit &amp; research activities within public health and healthcare organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR7</td>
<td>The EHR should support strategic planning decisions.</td>
<td>See footnote‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR8</td>
<td>The EHR should support continuing health professional learning.</td>
<td>See footnote‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR9</td>
<td>The EHR should support the workflow of clinical teams and care settings.</td>
<td>The PopHR should support the workflow of public health teams and practice settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR10</td>
<td>The EHR should help society move toward the practice of personalised or individualised medicine.</td>
<td>The PopHR should help society move toward the practice of population-wide healthcare.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The text taken from ISO/DIS 18308.2—Health Informatics—Requirements for an electronic health record architecture, is reproduced with the permission of the International Organization for Standardization, ISO. This standard can be obtained from any ISO member and from the website of the ISO Central Secretariat at the following address: www.iso.org. Copyright remains with ISO.

*These codes are internal unique identifiers used in ISO/DIS 18308.2 for the business objective statements, to assist in referring to them in other documents. They convey no specific meaning and bear no relation to identifiers used in any other publication.

†Changes in wording of the PopHR objectives from the wording of the EHR objectives are shown in italics.

‡The wording of the PopHR objective is the same as that of the EHR objective except for the substitution of PopHR for EHR.

Collected and maintained by states sometimes have minor state-to-state variations in data element definitions and vocabularies; they may also have greater geographic granularity than similar data sets maintained for the nation, due to differing policies regarding confidentiality for the federal government versus individual state governments.

The PopHR information architecture (see below) should be sufficiently flexible to enable future inclusion of indicators, statistics, and measures from new content sources for defined populations, such as EHRs, PHRs, and data from health information exchanges, especially once basic demographic data elements are included and standardized.29

PopHR functionalities

Core functionalities of PopHR systems include analyzing, visualizing, and reporting information; querying information; generating alerts; generating reports on specific diseases or factors influencing health; identifying disease outbreaks and geographic clusters of disease or influencing factors; displaying temporal trends of diseases; and benchmarking. Once PopHR systems incorporate core functionalities, richer enhanced functionalities, such as social networking, wikis, user-generated content, and data mashups, could be added for particular PopHR uses.30 31 Providing context-sensitive help and supporting materials about retrieved information would be another important PopHR functionality. Such information would allow users to better understand and interpret population health information, such as the difference between counts and rates, and the importance of statistical stability and significance when comparing rates for different populations.

The PopHR content could be indexed and presented for users in multiple ways, with a particular user’s view based upon user preference, role, or the particular population health issue of interest. For example, views of PopHR content could be generated for user-selected population subgroups, for a particular influence on health, or for a particular health or policy issue. Visualizations would include maps, graphs, and tables. The PopHR’s analysis and display features could use geographic information system functionalities, as well as other interactive visualization tools already present on some websites.

PopHR business objectives

Business objectives for a PopHR would be similar to those specified for an EHR.32 High-level health system objectives for a PopHR to support public health practice include providing timely—but controlled—user access to population health information, facilitating communication among public health jurisdictions, supporting strategic planning efforts, supporting training and continuing education of public health professionals, facilitating the evaluation of public health activities, and enriching research activities (see table 1). High-level public health practice objectives for a PopHR focus on safe and effective delivery of public health practice and enough flexibility to accommodate variations in practice methods, the advent of new population health problems, and evolution in the understanding of existing problems, which could lead to different approaches to practice.32 The high-level citizen inclusion objective for a PopHR encourages citizen participation by providing access to information in the PopHR.

PopHR information architecture

In contrast with business objectives, fewer information architecture requirements for an EHR would be applicable to a PopHR. Applicable requirements include those concerning
kinds of health record entries, representation of data values within health record entries, data retrieval and views, and communication and interoperability. Many information architecture requirements for an EHR would not be applicable to a PopHR, or would require extensive modification to be applicable, including those concerning the structure of health record entries, intra-record links, the representation of clinical process and workflow, ethical and legal issues, and confidentiality. Because an EHR provides health information about, and is used to treat, individuals, its information requirements emphasize the workflow of clinical care, attestation, and maintaining information security and confidentiality. Although confidentiality must be kept in mind, a PopHR would provide aggregated health information about populations, and the risk of breaching confidentiality would be much lower than for an EHR, as long as basic safeguards were in place.

**PopHR system architecture**

The specific purpose and intended uses of a PopHR will determine its overall system architecture. Specific components of the architecture of a PopHR system will be further determined by the population and time period that the PopHR will cover, and the information content and functions needed to meet the intended uses of the particular PopHR.

Several models for a PopHR system architecture can be conceptualized (see table 2; see figures 2 and 3, available online). These models differ according to: (1) the method(s) for compiling and processing information content for the PopHR; (2) the storage location(s) for PopHR information content; and (3) the location of applications and services that retrieve, process, and present PopHR information in response to user queries. Because much of the content of a PopHR would be derived from other population-based data sets, a PopHR system would not typically engage in primary data collection, but rather in the analysis of primary data sets, followed by the compilation and processing of the results of these analyses to create the information content of a PopHR. This compilation and processing could be performed either: (1) prior to user requests for information from a PopHR, (2) ‘on-the-fly’ in response to user requests; or (3) using a combination of prior and ‘on-the-fly’ compilation and processing. Because some population-based data sets that could serve as sources of information for a PopHR are quite large (eg, birth registration and census data sets), in order to increase efficiency and decrease the amount of time needed to retrieve information, a PopHR system might use intermediate data sets in which one or more large data sets is reduced in size by either selectively removing infrequently used data elements to form an ‘abstracted data set’, or pre-tabulating and indexing the data set on frequently retrieved data elements to form a ‘pre-tabulated data set’ on which statistical calculations could be performed on-the-fly as necessary in response to user requests (see figure 3 online). In addition to retrieving PopHR information, PopHR system applications and services would control access to PopHR information to maintain its confidentiality and security; generate statistical calculations, tables, maps, and graphs; and provide documentation about, and help in using, the PopHR and the PopHR system.

The PopHR could include measures and statistics stored and maintained at one node, such as a state health department, or at multiple nodes in multiple geographical areas in multiple organizational settings, such as a health department, a social services agency, an economic bureau, and an environmental protection department, or multiple state health departments. Table 2 illustrates four different approaches to information storage and retrieval for PopHR systems. The first model describes a system in which information storage and retrieval are centralized (see figure 2 online). An example of the first model would be an individual state health department or federal agency that controls its own data and computing resources, and centrally compiles, processes, stores, and provides access to health statistics and measures for the population it serves. Most federal agencies, and state and some local health departments, currently follow this model for their population health information systems. The second model differs from the first in allowing information to reside at multiple nodes, but is similar to the first in handling information retrieval through a single access point such as an individual state health department, federal agency, or independent organization (see figure 2 online). Although some health departments have more than one physical location and their system architectures might appear to resemble the second model, data sets at remote sites are usually processed to form abstracted or pre-tabulated data sets, which are then transferred to a central site where information is retrieved. The third and fourth models use distributed applications and services for retrieving information with either centralized or distributed information storage, respectively. An example of the third model would be an organization that compiles and stores information for one or more PopHRs in a centralized location, such as a single federal agency or a single state health department, but provides access to the PopHR content to other organizations that provide, in turn, their users with the ability to retrieve PopHR content through their own remote web and application servers. An example of the fourth model would be information content stored in multiple state health departments, with applications and services for retrieving information distributed among those state health departments as well. The second and fourth models, with information storage distributed among multiple nodes, may be viewed as ‘virtual’ PopHRs; these models would require either standardization of information content or methods—such as the use of external standardized terminologies—to map and convert information into the local data elements used by each participating organization or jurisdiction.

In any of these models, user access to information would be controlled by the systems and applications that process information requests and return results. Depending on the sensitivity of the information, access could be unrestricted for all users, restricted based upon specific roles of users and particular types of information (eg, access to preliminary disease measures for a given

---

8 Services includes web services “to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network” and middleware services that allow processes on one or more machines to interact and coherently function. 60
9 ISO 20514 states the importance of functional and semantic interoperability for EHRs and the need to distinguish between the EHR and the EHR system. A similar need for functional and semantic interoperability, and for independence of the PopHR information model from the PopHR system implementation technology, exists for the PopHR.
time period might be restricted to authorized users within the organization producing that information), or restricted based upon the likelihood that a user could use the information to identify one or more persons and compromise their privacy.

**IMPLEMENTING THE US POPULATION HEALTH RECORD**

**Barriers**

Barriers exist to the development, implementation, diffusion, and maintenance of the PopHR in the US. These barriers are comparable in type, but often different in content, to those confronting implementation and diffusion of EHRs, PHRs, health information exchange, and health information technology generally.\textsuperscript{35–39} Barriers in the US to the PopHR include data, financing, and policy and politics. The extent to which these barriers actually impede the PopHR will depend upon the specific information and system architectures for a particular PopHR, its enabling policies, and its strategies for phased development and implementation.

**Data**

Data timeliness and the periodicity of data collection and data release vary among population health data sets. In addition, standards for collection and coding, even of basic demographic data elements such as race and ethnicity, often differ among data sets and among the same or similar data sets held by multiple agencies and organizations.\textsuperscript{40}

**Financing**

At least one and sometimes multiple WDQSs currently operate in each of 28 states, CDC, and other federal agencies with responsibilities for population health data.\textsuperscript{25–27} 41–43 These WDQSs provide access to a variety of population health data sets, and reflect the fragmentation of population health data collection and stewardship responsibilities among federal, state, and local governments. Existing WDQSs are not based upon explicit population health frameworks and standardized logical information models, do not provide comprehensive information content or functionalities, and do not support all the potential uses, of a PopHR. The PopHR(s) could replace these unconnected and uncoordinated WDQSs, and ultimately should decrease total investment in WDQSs. Nonetheless, the benefits of implementing a PopHR shared among states or a national PopHR might be viewed as favoring the federal government, with benefits accruing less to states and more to federal agencies and other users requiring comparative population health information across states and at multiple geographical levels.

**Policy and politics**

Perhaps the most basic barrier to the PopHR in the US is fragmentation of population health data collection and data stewardship responsibilities among federal, state, and local governments. Most data pertaining to population health are collected and maintained by state health departments and the CDC (see appendices 1 and 2 online). However, much data pertaining to the influences on population health are collected and maintained by a variety of state and federal agencies, such as the US Census Bureau, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Environmental Protection Agency, and others (see appendix 1). Additionally, due to categorical funding of public health programs by Congress, fragmentation of data collection and maintenance within CDC and state health departments also exists, leading to multiple data silos in multiple governmental agencies. The consequences of this fragmentation include added difficulties in obtaining permissions to use data, standardizing data, and collaborating on the development of web services. Similarly, neither semantic interoperability nor standardized terminologies currently exist across population health data sets, and neither overarching models of population health nor logical information models exist across US health departments. Constructing connecting augers between data silos to facilitate a PopHR may be impeded by organizational cultures and restrictive policies relating to release of aggregated data that discourage sharing of data and increasing public access to data. Such policies and practices often vary among data sets within individual agencies and also between agencies. Finally, governmental concerns about the lack of a clear mandate in public opinion for sharing even aggregated and anonymized data via the web could also impede a PopHR.

**Enabling factors**

At least three factors could facilitate and enable implementation of a US PopHR.

The first factor would be a concerted and coordinated effort to portray to key stakeholders the PopHR as a public good that would enable monitoring, comparing, and evaluating national, state, and local health interventions and policies. The PopHR would also facilitate understanding of the social determinants of health at multiple geographical levels, as recently emphasized by the Blue Ridge Academic Health Group and the WHO.\textsuperscript{11 12} The full value of the PopHR as a public good would derive most fully from its flexible inclusion of a wide range of population health information held by federal government agencies, state and local agencies, and ultimately by organizations responsible for the stewardship of EHRs. Providing easy and integrated access to a wide range of health data, as indicated by Booz Allen Hamilton and the Federation of American Hospitals, will increase data ‘liquidity’ and could ultimately enhance population health and healthcare.\textsuperscript{44}

The second factor would be establishing clear and transparent governance structures for a PopHR(s), similar to those needed for public health informatics generally and for PHRs.\textsuperscript{45 46} To the extent that the information content, services, and applications of a PopHR(s) are distributed, an explicit governance structure including key stakeholders will be needed; linkage or integration of PopHRs across different organizations or geographic jurisdictions would require either: (1) organizational agreements or government regulations to standardize population health frameworks and logical information models, and information content, processing and retrieval; or (2) flexible models and implementations that would allow the use of distributed applications or services to access and process information from multiple PopHRs. Models for governance structures already exist, including government-led efforts such as the National Electronic Disease Surveillance System and the Public Health Information Network, government-led collaborative efforts such as caBIG, and consortia such as MedBiquitous.\textsuperscript{24 47–49}

The third factor would be providing incentives for the development, implementation, and maintenance of PopHR(s). As

**Table 2 Models for Population Health Record (PopHR) system architecture**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Information storage</th>
<th>Information retrieval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indicated earlier, many federal agencies with population health data and at least 28 state health departments already maintain partially duplicative and overlapping WDQSs.\textsuperscript{25–27} \textsuperscript{41–43} In fact, several federal and state agencies maintain multiple WDQS, sometimes separately for independent data sets. The cumulative federal and state costs of maintaining these WDQS—including hardware, software licenses, data cleaning and refreshing, applications development, and user support—could be transferred and conceivably reduced through constructing a PopHR(s). Using existing mechanisms, four types of incentives could enable development of PopHRs. First, an existing health agency, such as CDC, could serve as a national model by reorganizing its existing overlapping WDQS with identical geographical granularity into a single national PopHR based on an explicit population health framework and a logical information model. Second, current public health federal funding programs for states could provide incentives for collaborative development of a state or multistate PopHR and disincentives for continued development or enhancement of state-based WDQS not meeting the minimum definition of a PopHR. Third, new funding programs such as the Health Information Technology and Clinical Health Act (HITECH), part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, could eventually fund state health information exchanges to provide anonymized EHR data for aggregation into a PopHR, and define ‘meaningful use’ to include provision of anonymized EHR data into a PopHR; similarly, the Key National Indicator System\textsuperscript{44} could include development of a national PopHR. Fourth, voluntary certification of state and local health departments by the Public Health Accreditation Board could also mandate state health department use of a PopHR.

**Phased development and implementation**

Barriers to a US PopHR(s) could be minimized through a phased approach to development and implementation, with near (1–5 years), intermediate, and long term steps.\textsuperscript{50} Near term steps would center on the development of a PopHR population health framework and logical information model, and the development and implementation of PopHR systems based on the first model of a PopHR system (see above), with centralized information storage, information processing, and system functions. Initial PopHRs and their supporting PopHR systems could build upon existing web-based data query systems in federal agencies and state health departments. Necessary changes to these WDQSs would include use of logical information models, overarching population health theoretical frameworks and, depending upon the particular WDQS, additional population health information. Near term development of the PopHR could either focus on nationally-held data that includes state and substate data, or on state-held data with eventual scaling to the nation.

Use of the first model for near term implementation of PopHRs would minimize political, policy, data, technical, and financing barriers, because information storage would be centralized for each PopHR, existing WDQSs could be further developed into PopHRs, and inter-organizational agreements, if needed at all, would relate solely to inter-organizational sharing of de-identified and probably aggregated data. The near term implementation of the PopHRs would encompass core functionalities only.

Intermediate term steps would center on the third model, with centralized information storage and distributed information and system functions. Depending upon the organizations participating in the PopHR system under the third model, political, policy, and financing barriers may exist relating to the need for inter-organizational agreements on logical information models, overarching population health theoretical frameworks, and technical standards for the construction of applications and services. However, centralized information storage would eliminate the marginal costs of distributed information storage and might minimize data standards issues relating to formatting. Planning for the distributed information and system functions for the intermediate term would begin during the near term implementation of the first model. The intermediate term implementation of the PopHR would encompass both core and enhanced functionalities.

**Long term steps** would center on the second model, which entails distributed information storage and centralized information processing and systems functions, and the fourth model, which entails distributed information storage and distributed information processing and systems functions. Both the second and the fourth models may enable the greatest flexibility in information sources for PopHRs, given distributed information storage. Distributed information storage could be especially helpful for use of aggregated data from EHRs, since in 10 to 15 years population-based EHRs may exist in some geographic areas and not in others. Given the complexities of distributed information storage, whether with centralized or distributed information processing and systems functions, barriers to the second and especially the fourth model would probably be greatest. The long-term implementation of the PopHR would encompass both core and enhanced functionalities.

**CONCLUSIONS**

National progress in fostering the development and implementation of EHRs and PHRs has not been accompanied by any concerted efforts to develop the PopHR. Due to increased recent recognition of the importance of a broad range of influences on population health,\textsuperscript{11, 12} and passage of the Health Information Technology for Clinical Health Act and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, factors and funding that could support development and implementation of the PopHR now exist. This viewpoint paper serves solely as an initial attempt to identify conceptual, definitional, design, and implementation issues relating to the PopHR. An important next step in the conceptualization, design, and development of the PopHR could be formation of a national expert panel, perhaps using a process similar to that used for a national framework for the secondary use of health data, to enumerate and reach expert consensus on major PopHR issues.\textsuperscript{51}
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